The Power
of
Non-verbals
The non‐verbal component is one of the least understood parts of interpersonal communica on.
What’s surprising about that is the non‐verbal channel has about five mes as much impact as the ver‐
bal channel. People everywhere communicate with their en re bodies, not just with words and sen‐
tences.
The risk you take by not understanding non‐verbals is you can totally misinterpret what other peo‐
ple actually mean when you are talking to them. People don’t always mean what they say or say what
they mean. You also risk sending conflic ng, even oﬀensive, non‐verbal signals to others. Sales have
been lost, careers aborted, and na ons toppled by not knowing how to read and send the right non‐
verbals. Can you aﬀord to take the risk?
The power of non‐verbals lies in what is known as

verbals know that the nerves at the end of the

the congruence factor. Without realizing it, we

nose ngle when we lie. To the knowing eye, Pete

are always on alert for congruence, or lack of it,

Rose had telegraphed that he was lying and that

when communica ng with other people. Congru‐

he had indeed bet on baseball. Later, he admi ed

ence is what tells us whether we believe the oth‐

that he had.

er person is telling the truth and can be trusted.

The Power of Non‐Verbals is a half‐day of

Consciously or sub‐consciously, we watch and

training that helps you learn how to recognize the

listen to see if words and body ac on agree.

non‐verbals others use and what they mean. It

A good example of a lack of congruence oc‐
curred a few years ago when a future Hall of

also shows you how to make sure you’re sending
the right signals to others.

Fame baseball player was accused of be ng on

To make sure you get it all, we use a lot of

baseball games while s ll playing and coaching.

real‐world examples of both congruence and non

Die‐hard baseball fans s ll remember an inter‐

‐congruence. They help you recognize non‐verbal

view in which he was asked if he could assure the

signals when you see them. We also break non‐

public that he had never bet on games while s ll

verbals down into six types, to make it even easi‐

on ac ve duty. His response was empha c that

er to recognize them and be more aware of what

he never had.

you’re “saying.”

If the sound of his voice didn’t give him away,
the fact that he rubbed his nose while he said it

Territories and space

did. People who understand the power of non‐

Everyone has a need for personal space. The
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amount of space a person desires can depend on

Objects and space

where the person happens to be. It can even vary

The types of objects people use and the way they

by gender and na onality. Viola ng personal

use them can also tell a lot about a person’s a ‐

space makes people feel uncomfortable and will

tude toward you and what you are saying.

even cause some people to flee.

Sea ng posi on says a lot about the kind of out‐
come a person expects and will eventually re‐

Hands and arms

ceive. When you control the room, you want to

If hands and arms could talk, you would be

make sure sea ng is arranged to your advantage.

amazed at how much they would say. In fact,

When someone else controls it, you need to

they do talk; they just don’t use words. Palm ges‐

know how to gain as much of an advantage as

tures, handshakes, hand mo ons and the posi on

you can.

of a person’s arms tell you a lot about what they
are thinking.

Whether you are an execu ve, a salesperson,
a manager or a professional, you need to know

Feet and legs

how to recognize and send powerful non‐verbals.

The posi on of a person’s feet and legs give
strong clues about what he or she is thinking, or
may be about to do. These tend to be among the
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more subtle clues people give, but among the

Takeaways

most powerful. They indicate red light, green light
or cau on. Knowing which signal a person is giv‐
ing can make the diﬀerence in winning a client or

 Become aware of the diﬀerent types of

a sale and losing out.
Eyes and head



The eyes have it. Nothing tells you what a person
is thinking more than the eyes. The same is true
for the person(s) you are speaking to. And subtle



head gestures give strong clues about how a per‐
son is evalua ng what you are saying.



Total body
Body poin ng can tell you a lot about a person’s
a tude and whether the ming is right to press
for a decision. There can also be a big diﬀerence



non‐verbal messages people send and
how to interpret them.
Learn how to make sure the non‐verbals
you send to others strengthen and clarify
what you say.
Know how to interpret “non‐verbal clus‐
ters” and keep from being fooled by
them.
Understand the power of non‐verbals
and know how to “read” them to validate
what people say.
Know which non‐verbals are used most
o en and are the most cri cal to under‐
standing what people really mean.

in body gesturing between men and women. Get
it right and things can go well. Get it wrong and
they can go badly.
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Communicate to Connect is a solu ons‐oriented provider of coaching and training for execu ves and staﬀ in the
financial industry. Steve Craver is the founder and President. Steve Williams is the Crea ve Director.
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